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Abstract   The concept of organisational closure, interpreted as a set of internally 
produced and mutually dependent constraints, allows understanding organisms as 
functionally integrated systems capable of self-production and self-maintenance 
through the control exerted upon biosynthetic processes and the exchanges of mat-
ter and energy with the environment. One of the current challenges faced by this 
theoretical framework is to account for limit cases in which a robust functional 
closure cannot be realised from within. In order to achieve functional sufficiency 
and persist, prebiotic or biological systems may need to recruit external constraints 
or expand their network of control interactions to include other autonomous sys-
tems. These phenomena seem to contrast with the very idea of closure and the ca-
pability of living systems to specify their functional boundaries from within. This 
paper will analyse from an organisational perspective the role of environmental 
scaffolds and of different classes of intersystem interactions in prebiotic and su-
pra-organismal biological scenarios, and show how the theoretical framework 
based on the notion of closure can account for these cases.  
1 Introduction: challenges to biological autonomy 
From a system theoretical perspective, investigating the distinctive features of 
organisms means approaching living systems as highly integrated entities capable 
to control their underlying dynamics and the functional behaviour of their compo-
nents in such a way as to ensure their existence and persistence over time. This 
line of investigation has been specifically pursued for over five decades by the 
theoretical framework centred on the notion of biological autonomy1. According 
to the autonomy framework, biological systems are organised in such a way that 
they realise metabolic self-production and self-maintenance. The specificity of this 
kind of systems is that the existence and activity of their components depend on 
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the network they realise, and to exist as organised unities they actively manage the 
continuous exchange of matter and energy with the environment.  
This theoretical perspective has been facing two main challenges. The first 
consists in characterising the distinctive dynamic regime and organisation that put 
together this class of systems (organisms). The second consists in specifying, on 
the basis of a specific theory of biological organisation, what can be considered a 
functional component of the system and what cannot2. A good theoretical account 
should be able to trace the precise functional boundaries of a system, but it might 
be particularly difficult to make this distinction if we consider the multifarious in-
teractions with the environment that a living system needs to undergo and main-
tain in order to exist.  
A detailed account of the organisation of autonomous biological systems has 
been recently provided in Moreno & Mossio (2015) and Montévil & Mossio 
(2015) in terms of closure of constraints. Yet, recent research on host-microbiota 
and, more generally, symbiotic relationships characterised by close functional ties 
(Bosch & McFall-Nagai, 2011; Pradeu, 2011; Gilbert et al., 2012), might seem ei-
ther to question the capability of this framework to identify clear functional 
boundaries for living organisms, or to call for further work of characterisation of 
the different ways functional interactions can be established within a system or be-
tween systems.  
2 Closure of constraints, control and functional integration.  
The notion of biological autonomy is grounded in the idea that living systems 
are metabolic self-producing systems that are able to self-maintain and keep their 
network organisation invariant through the continuous exchange of matter and en-
ergy with the environment. This idea is captured by the notion of organisational 
closure introduced by Jean Piaget (1967) Robert Rosen (Rosen, 1972), Humberto 
Maturana and Francisco Varela (Varela et al., 1974), to account for a fundamental 
feature of the organisation of (biological) self-maintaining systems: its circular to-
pology as a network of processes of production of components that in turn realise 
and maintain the network itself. These early formulations of the notion of closure 
played a pioneering role in providing an understanding of the distinctive features 
of biological systems. Yet, they exhibited several limitations such as lack of detail, 
abstractness and lack of connection with thermodynamics.  
Recently, an approach to closure based on the concept of constraint has been 
proposed to overcome these issues. Constraints are characterised as material struc-
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tures that harness processes, and that by doing so specify part of the conditions of 
existence of the latter. According to this framework, living systems are capable to 
generate a subset of the constraints acting on their internal processes, and to real-
ise a regime of closure of constraints (Moreno & Mossio, 2015; Montévil & Mos-
sio, 2015)3.  
A conceptual aspect of this framework that is central to discuss the functional 
boundaries of a living system, is that constraints play a specific functional role in a 
biological organisation, captured by the notion of control.4 Control is generally de-
fined as the capability to modify the dynamics of a system toward a certain state, 
an activity that implies an asymmetric interaction. Specifically, in biological sys-
tems controllers are molecules or supra-molecular structures5 that are produced 
from within and operate as a subset of the local boundary conditions (constraints) 
of the controlled processes. A biological system is capable of generating some of 
the (internal) constraints that control its dynamics so that it can maintain itself in 
far from equilibrium conditions by harnessing the thermodynamic flow. An exam-
ple is kinetic control (e.g., catalysis), which specifies the rates of diverse synthetic 
pathways: e.g. an enzyme that harnesses (catalyses) a chemical reaction, without 
being directly affected by it.  
The distinctive feature of biological organisation, captured by the notion of clo-
sure, is that the constraints which exert these basic controls are organised in such a 
way that they are mutually dependent for their production and maintenance, and 
collectively contribute to maintain the conditions at which the whole network can 
persist. The notion of closure of constraints focuses, thus, on the distinctive capa-
bility of living systems to contribute to their own conditions of existence. This is a 
feature that is not shared by other circular networks such as abiotic water cycles 
(Mossio & Bich, 2017) or self-maintaining systems such as dissipative structures, 
which are mostly and largely determined by external boundary conditions, and 
emerge spontaneously under appropriate environmental conditions.  
In this perspective, control mechanisms are the functional components of a bio-
logical organisation. The way they are wired together to collectively achieve self-
maintenance provides the criteria to characterise the degree of functional integra-
tion of a system. As argued in Bich (2016), there are indeed different ways accord-
ing to which control constraints can be said to be mutually dependent and realise 
closure. The simplest way is when control subsystems are coupled in such a way 
that they provide one another the substrates necessary to their own internal pro-
cesses. In this case subsystems do not exert control on the others by directly af-
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fecting their local boundary conditions, but just interact by means of inputs and 
outputs. 
The passage from functional coupling to full-fledged functional integration oc-
curs when a control mechanism is generated by a process directly controlled by 
another control mechanism in the system. In this case, the two mechanisms are not 
simply coupled through supply and demand of metabolites, but each depends on 
the direct action of another constraint for its production and maintenance. They 
functionally contribute to one another's conditions of existence by mutually con-
trolling their respective generative processes. 
3 Expanded functional interactions: beyond basic closure 
The ideas provided in the previous section can be employed to analyse func-
tional interactions beyond a single autonomous system. Specifically, they can be 
applied to those challenging cases in which functional boundaries seem unclear 
and not totally specified by a regime of closure of constraints: i.e. when systems, 
in order to maintain themselves, need to recruit control mechanism in the envi-
ronment or to establish higher order entities by exerting direct (cross) control upon 
other biological systems. 
3.1 Achieving functional sufficiency in prebiotic systems 
One of the conceptual issues faced by the notion of closure is whether and how 
it can account for cases of infra-biological (prebiotic) self-maintaining systems 
which might realise closure6 without achieving full-fledged or robust autonomy. 
The idea is that a self -produced control network might be able to realise closure, 
but not to reach a stable functional sufficiency7 that allows it to persist.  
Let us thinks of prebiotic scenarios of fragile self-maintaining systems: steps 
towards life which do not exhibit the same complexity and functional differentia-
tion of current living systems. A hypothetical case is that of Kauffman's autocata-
lytic sets, a minimal theoretical example of integration realised by means of cross-
control (Kauffman, 2000). A catalyst A is generated through the action of another 
catalyst B, which controls kinetically the chemical process that leads to the syn-
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thesis of A. A, in turn, contributes to the conditions existence of B by controlling 
directly its production or some intermediate steps, such as the synthesis of other 
catalysts in the system that are responsible for the production of B. In such a way, 
each constraint depends for its production and maintenance on the direct action of 
(at least) another control constraint in the system — a basic form of closure — 
and they are collectively capable to realise self-production and self-maintenance.  
This system is functionally integrated. Yet, it cannot generate a compartment, 
and therefore it does not exert (spatial) control upon some of the crucial boundary 
conditions that specify the medium in which its processes take place: i.e. concen-
trations, contiguity, permeability etc. In order for the necessary boundary condi-
tions to be present, to avoid dispersion, to achieve the necessary crowding for re-
actions to take place, and therefore achieve functional sufficiency, the system can 
rely on environmental scaffolds for spatial control. It can do so by recruiting basic 
control constraints in the environment, such as micro-pores in rocks.  
It would be incorrect to describe this scaffolding interaction in terms of a more 
comprehensive regime of functional integration, since the system does not exert 
any influence upon the generation of the external constraint (e.g. the pore). Yet, it 
does not mean that the system does not realise closure but, rather, that this kind of 
(hypothetical) system, although realising a basic regime of closure, is more direct-
ly determined by external boundary conditions and material constraints than other, 
more complex, autonomous systems. 
3.2 Integration in inter and supra-biological systems8 
Let us consider full-fledged living systems. Functional integration requires that 
subsystems contribute to one another's conditions of existence by mutually con-
trolling their functional processes in such a way as to achieve closure. This con-
cept, I will argue, allows not only to understand organisms as cohesive entities, 
but also to functionally account for those interactions between different organisms 
that are necessary for the maintenance of the organisms involved, without the need 
to abandon or weaken the notion of closure.  
Let us first consider metabolic complementarities, such as the exchanges of 
metabolites and amino acids that take place between hosts and endosymbionts. In 
these cases a subsystem, or an organism, does not exert control on the others by 
affecting the local boundary conditions of their internal processes. The entities in-
volved are mutually dependent only in a very simple form, to the extent that they 
provide one another the material substrates necessary for their own processes. This 
is not a problematic case: exchanging metabolites with the environment is inherent 
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in the thermodynamic nature of biological systems. It does not require stretching 
or redefining the functional boundaries of the systems involved.  
What does occur, instead, in those cases when functional roles are shared by 
different organisms? Do they call into question the notions of functional integra-
tion and closure? Let us consider three cases when the functionally integrated sys-
tem is a symbiotic one or another consortium of organisms, so that control is ex-
erted not only within but also across biological systems. For example, to respond 
to nutritional stress bacteria in biofilms can exchange not only metabolites, but al-
so enzymes (or DNA sequences coding for enzymes) responsible for the control of 
the internal processes of other bacteria. Cross-control can be found also in ar-
buscolar mycorrizal symbiosis. This symbiotic relationship is realised through a 
mutual interaction between soil fungi and terrestrial plants, that is beneficial for 
both partners: the fungi receive carbon source from the plants, and the plants re-
ceived other nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphate. The symbiotic interaction 
does not consist only in the exchange of metabolites. Actually, the exchange of 
nutrients is made possible by the activity of several mechanisms of control exerted 
by both partners on each other, within plant cells in the roots, through the devel-
opment and modulation of a functional contact surface between the fungal cells 
and the plant cytoplasm. Another interesting phenomenon is functional replace-
ment. The parasitic isopod cymothoa exigua enters fishes, attaches itself to the 
fish's tongue and causes it to fall by severing its blood vessels. Then it attaches to 
the stub of the tongue, and becomes the fish's new tongue. In this case a function 
originally exerted by a part of an organism is then exerted by a different organism 
These cases are qualitatively different from ecological organisations9 — such 
as ecosystems, ant nests, etc. — where organisms exert control upon the external 
conditions of existence of other organisms, either by directly harnessing the exter-
nal flux of matter and energy, or indirectly by generating external control con-
strains in the environment (e.g. bird nests, spider webs, beaver dams, etc.)10. In the 
examples described above, instead, a new order of functional integration, or an ex-
tension of an organism's functional integration, is realised because the organisms 
involved exert control upon one another's processes.  
It is important to point out that the realisation of these new integrations does 
not imply per se that the organisms involved are not able to realise organisational 
closure and, therefore, achieve functional integration by themselves. It means, in-
stead, that while maintaining closure as functionally cohesive entities, biological 
systems can extend their functional networks of control constraints by realising 
nested forms of functional integration that include more than one system. 
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4 Final remarks 
At first, the expansion of functional relationship to other systems — a phenom-
enon that occurs frequently in biology — might seem to undermine the idea of or-
ganisational closure as the basis of autonomy by blurring the distinctions between 
biological systems, thus undermining the possibility to understand them as func-
tionally cohesive systems. This apparent problem depends on an incorrect inter-
pretation of the notion of closure of constraints, which confuses the self-
specification of the functional boundaries of a living system with functional self-
sufficiency. Closure is a regime of mutually dependent constraints that determines 
a subset of its own conditions of existence, not all of them. In this scenario, there 
is no problem in accounting for functional contributions that can cut across enti-
ties. A system that realises closure can undergo functional interactions with other 
biological systems. It can exert control upon their processes, while some of its in-
ternal processes can, in turn, be controlled by the other systems (cross-control). By 
establishing control interactions with other organisms, living systems do not lose 
their organisational closure. They also realise forms of inter-system functional in-
tegration, or possibly new super-organismal organisations, characterised by a new 
(higher) level of closure11.  
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